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> Easy to use management software for your web bookmarks and favorites. > Save and manage all your Internet favorites with ease. > Access more than 1000 websites through smart built-in search engine. > View, review and manage multiple bookmarks. > Manage your bookmarks in a customized way. > Share bookmarks with other users from your local area network. > Compatible with Internet Explorer 7/8 and Firefox 1.5. >
Support: -> Internet Explorer 7/8 -> Firefox 1.5 -> Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 -> Free download Sophos Web Inspector is a free program that makes it easy to test, diagnose, and repair your web site. It includes the ability to view, control, and analyze HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP requests made to your site. In addition to viewing requests, you can search for errors such as HTTP 500, 301, and 302 errors. You can also view forms,
scripts, and images embedded on web pages. Sophos Web Inspector is the next generation of Web Inspector which integrates with your browser and your Sophos security software. It allows you to view, control, and analyse HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP requests made to your site, and provides the ability to view, control and analyse requests made to your site using Sophos Anti-Virus software. StarNova Image Grabber is a FREE

application that downloads images from any web site in the image format that you choose. StarNova is a fast image grabbing utility that searches for images to grab. It creates multiple thumbnail versions of all images that are found by its search function. It has a built-in search engine that can easily find and grab images, and it supports all standard image formats that web sites use. StarNova is a fast, image-grabbing, free
download utility that saves, lists and displays images from any website. With StarNova you can search for and download images of any format from any web site. It can automatically search hundreds of thousands of websites for specific image formats, thereby ensuring that the images that it downloads are of the highest quality. Because the application searches for images, rather than being limited to simply copying a few

images, it can usually be used a much more efficient way of downloading images from a website. StarNova lets you record images to disk, or it can display the images directly on the screen. You can automatically download images
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•Create Bookmarks. •Add Bookmarks. •Renumber. •Find Bookmarks. •Highlight. •Manage Bookmarks. NetMarks Manager is an easy-to-use and powerful tool for anyone from the home web surfer to professional web users. It has a customizable toolbar for quick access to the most often used functions. With the current release, we have added an optional bookmark search feature to help you locate bookmarks quicker. You
may define keywords for the bookmarks. And NetMarks Manager will find your bookmarks quickly when you search through the bookmarks It is easy to remove unwanted or unused bookmarks from the list. When you import a page into the bookmarks, it will automatically be added to the list with relevant keywords, so you can find the page again. And you can easily import bookmarks from Opera, Mozilla, or Netscape or

even from all browsers that are supported by the free NetMarks Manager Web Browser Extension. •Quickly search through bookmarks. •Add and delete bookmarks easily. •Sort your bookmarks. •Move bookmarks easily from list to list. •Copy web address from the bookmarks to a note or clipboard. •Import web pages with useful keywords. •Export web page with keywords. •Search for bookmarks using keywords. •Preview
for details. •Enhance the appearance of your bookmarks. •Move or delete unwanted bookmarks. •Define bookmarks with keywords. •Export a list of bookmarks. •Protect your bookmarks. •Import a new set of bookmarks. •Create lists of bookmarks. •Create and use a library of bookmarks. •Quickly add a bookmark to a web page. •Quickly delete a bookmark from a web page. •Get bookmarks from any browser. •Search for
bookmarks using keywords. •Download bookmarks to Opera, Mozilla, or Netscape. •Tidy up your bookmarks with the clean-up feature. •Run NetMarks Manager as an Internet Explorer extension. •Run NetMarks Manager as a Firefox addon. •Run NetMarks Manager as a Firefox addon. •Run NetMarks Manager as a Firefox addon. •Run NetMarks Manager as a Firefox addon. •Run NetMarks Manager as a Firefox addon.
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Bookmarks Manager is one of the most popular browsers add-ons on the web. The user-friendly interface provides a unique feature: while you are surfing the web you can add a new bookmark quickly, easily, with a single click. The manager of your bookmarks is very powerful. You can create a user profile, add keywords to individual bookmarks, display the favorites list, choose a new default browser and save the settings for a
profile in a bookmark file. Author's review: You would not believe that there were never such a powerful tool in the world of bookmarks. NetMarks Manager changes all that. Version 1.5.0.0 adds the ability to choose your favorite browser as a default program. The bookmark manager can be connected to a database and allows to maintain separate file for your personal and official bookmarks. NetMarks Manager Overview
Version 1.5.0.0 adds the ability to choose your favorite browser as a default program. The bookmark manager can be connected to a database and allows to maintain separate file for your personal and official bookmarks. With the help of the bookmark manager, you can easily locate bookmarks and remove them from any browser. Moreover, the bookmark manager enables you to view all the bookmarks at once, synchronize
them with your other computers, and so on. Add Bookmarks To The Favorites List You can easily create a new bookmark with the Bookmark Manager. After you have created a new bookmark, you can access it quickly through the Favorites List in the toolbar. You can also change the name and description of the bookmark, move it to a different position in the list or delete it. You can also duplicate a bookmark and save it in
any folder you like. Automatically Start Your Home Browser The NetMarks Manager knows the default browser of Windows. If you select Internet Explorer as the default browser, the manager automatically starts the browser and begins to load the current page. You can also quickly open any Internet address in a new window. Choose A Default Browser You can manually choose your favorite browser. NetMarks Manager
allows you to quickly start the browser of your choice. In addition, you can choose your default browser and the manager will update itself automatically. Create A User Profile You can create a separate profile for every user. Each profile has its own set of bookmarks, network logs and favorites list. Moreover, each profile is

What's New in the?

* Create and edit the Internet shortcuts * Create Internet shortcut directly from right-click menu * Import, export and modify bookmark sets * Full IE/Firefox integration * Easy-to-use interface * Attribute tagging * Create and manage notes * Quick search through all bookmarks * Power search of Internet shortcuts * Notes * Copy the Internet shortcuts * Export/import bookmark sets * Import bookmarks from other
applications * Print out Internet shortcuts * Browse the Internet using the Internet shortcuts * Full IE/Firefox Integration * Main features: Create and edit Internet shortcuts - Easily create or edit any Internet shortcuts using keyboard shortcuts or from a right-click menu. Create Internet shortcut directly from right-click menu - Create any shortcut easily from a right-click menu in Internet Explorer or Firefox using keyboard
shortcuts. Import bookmark set - Import any bookmark sets from other Internet Explorer, Firefox, Netscape Navigator versions Export bookmark set - Export bookmark sets for backup or backup import. Search through all bookmarks - Quickly browse through all Internet shortcuts using powerful search functions. Import bookmarks from other applications - Import Internet shortcuts from other applications and vice versa. Print
Internet shortcuts - Print Internet shortcuts using any printer you have on your computer. Browse the Internet using Internet shortcuts - Easily browse the web using Internet shortcuts. Use as Personal note book - Easily store notes about Internet shortcuts, add keywords, and highlight sites of interest. View Internet shortcuts in new window - Easily preview Internet shortcuts in Internet Explorer or Firefox windows. Add tag -
Attribute your bookmarks with tags (keywords). Add notes - Easily store notes about Internet shortcuts. Copy - Copy any Internet shortcut to the Windows clipboard. * Native formats supported * English/English UI * Many keyboard shortcuts supported (Ctrl+F4 to close all window, Ctrl+Q to refresh all Windows) * Compact disk packaging is available * PDF manual is available * Language: * English * German * French *
Spanish EasyNote is a memory manager and note keeping application. It is easy, fast and effective. It is a simple and an easy-to-use application that helps to automatically take note, place and organize note with a beautiful interface and organize notes with nice features and is a free, personal note taking application. Using EasyNote, your notes can be easily taken, saved, reviewed and organized with
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit, Windows 8 64 bit, Windows 10 64 bit Processor: Intel Core i5-3210M (3.1GHz, 6MB L3 cache) or better Memory: 4 GB RAM (16 GB MAX) Graphics: AMD HD 7850, AMD HD 7950, or AMD HD 7970 graphics card DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 2 GB available space Additional Notes: For best performance, your game should be patched to version 1.0
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